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A water-based, urethane fortified topical sealer 
that provides excellent durability and superior  
stain resistance.

Easy-to-Use and Maintain
`` Water-based formula, apply using mop
`` Seals floors and prevents dusting
`` Improves sweeping and cleaning results
`` Easily cleaned with JonCreteTM/MC Daily Cleaner

Enhances Appearance
`` Builds gloss to brighten your floors
`` Urethane fortified
`` Resists traffic and wear
`` Excellent stain resistance
`` Use for decorative and non-decorative concrete
`` Can be top-coated with Diversey floor finishes

Designed For
`` Healthcare
`` Food Service
`` Education
`` Retail
`` BSC
`` Lodging
`` Government

JonCreteTM/MC

High Gloss Sealer 
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Use Overview

JonCreteTM/MC High Gloss Sealer is a clear, long-lasting sealer 
that will brighten the appearance and increase floor life, eliminate 
dusting of concrete and make sweeping and floor care easier.

`` Dust mop or sweep the floor.
`` Clean floor with JonCreteTM/MC Daily Cleaner for lightly  
soiled areas or use JonCreteTM/MC Concrete and Floor 
Restorer for heavily soiled areas.
`` Rinse and allow floor to dry thoroughly.
`` Apply 3–4 uniform full coats using a mop, roller or other 
suitable applicator.
`` Allow 45 minutes–1 hour drying time between coats.  
Open to foot traffic after 2–4 hours.

Product Specifications

Description

Color/Form Opaque white liquid

Flash Point > 200˚ F (> 93.4˚ C)

pH 8.7

Scent Ammonia glycol ether

Shelf Life 2 years

Slip Resistance 0.5 minimum (ASTM D2047)

Solubility Dispersible

Specific Gravity 1.025

Available Items

Product Code Description/Package Size Dilution

5104845 1 x 5 gallon / 18.9 L EnviroboxTM/MC Ready-To-Use

Safety Reminder

Please make sure your employees read and understand the product label and Material 
Safety Data Sheet before using this product. The label contains directions for use, and  
both the label and MSDS contain hazard warnings, precautionary statements and first aid 
procedures. MSDS are available on-line at www.diversey.com or by calling 888 352 2249.

Hazard Rating

HMIS NFPA

1 Health 1

0 Flammability 0

0 Reactivity 0

4=Very High; 3=High; 2=Moderate; 1=Slight; 0=Insignificant.

JonCreteTM/MC High Gloss Sealer meets the newest and most stringent 
VOC standards in North America, including those adopted by the 
California Air Resources Board (CARB). In addition, JonCreteTM/MC High 
Gloss Sealer is formulated with readily biodegradable surfactants 
and solvents. Also,  JonCreteTM/MC High Gloss Sealer is not formulated 
with any endocrine-disrupting plasticizers, dyes, or fragrances. These 
attributes, combined with numerous others, make this product an 
excellent choice for your facility under a sustainable facility care program.


